Automation Anywhere Discovery Bot is the only AI-driven process discovery solution built into the leading intelligent automation platform that exponentially increases the pace and the scale of automation.

- Recording human activities and identifying repeatable business processes
- Prioritizing automation opportunities based on ROI
- Creating software bots to automate them

THE AUTOMATION CHALLENGE

According to our surveys, 80-85% of companies start their automation projects with a manual process discovery and documentation, which takes up 60-80% of their automation efforts. Manual review of process documentation, interviewing business users, and mapping of workflows while executing daily operations require additional resources and cause a significant distraction for business. And organization needs to commit to those efforts even before they can assess potential ROI from automation. That creates a significant barrier for scaling automations and as a result most of the automation opportunities are left undiscovered.

AUTOMATING THE AUTOMATON

Discovery Bot turns challenges into advantages and scalability by automating the entire automation process: from process discovery to bot creation.

- Capture: Document all process steps
- Map: Visualize process flow
- Identify: Detect automation opportunities
- Prioritize: Prioritize opportunities based on ROI
- Create: Create bots automatically
- Deploy: Review, optimize, and deploy bots
WHY DISCOVERY BOT?

MAXIMIZE RPA ROI
Discovery Bot uncovers new automation opportunities by identifying more repetitive processes and justifying automation opportunities with calculated ROI.

MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE
Discovery Bot creates a framework for high-quality automation by allowing process analysts, business users, and RPA developers to collaborate within the seamless automation process using the same user-friendly platform.

SCALE YOUR AUTOMATION
Discovery Bot supports your automation journey from process discovery to bot creation and helps you to accelerate and scale your automations.

LEVERAGE THE ENTIRE INTELLIGENT DIGITAL WORKFORCE PLATFORM
Automation Anywhere democratizes automation with an end-to-end intelligent automation platform, which empowers your business users to join forces with IT and developers to transform your organization into a highly-efficient digital enterprise.